We construct n-dimensional versions of the Beurling and Selberg majorizing and minorizing functions and use them to prove results on trigonometric approximation and to prove an n-dimensional version of the Erdös-Turan inequality. Finally, an application is given to counting solutions of polynomial congruences.
ABSTRACT. We construct n-dimensional versions of the Beurling and Selberg majorizing and minorizing functions and use them to prove results on trigonometric approximation and to prove an n-dimensional version of the Erdös-Turan inequality. Finally, an application is given to counting solutions of polynomial congruences.
In this paper we construct n-dimensional versions of the Beurling and Selberg majorizing and minorizing functions and use them to prove a theorem on trigonometric approximation and to prove an n-dimensional version of the Erdös-Turan inequality. Let e(x) = e2nix, T = R/Z, n be a positive integer, x -(xi,... ,xn), and xs denote the characteristic function of a set S. For real numbers a¿ < bt, 1 < i < n, let B = nT=i [ati^] denote the cartesian product of the closed intervals [ai,bi] , B denote the image of B in Tn, and v(B) = Y\"=1(bi -a,;).
Our main result on trigonometric approximation is THEOREM 1. For any positive integers Ki,K2,... ,Kn and any box BYYi=i\ai^i\ with YYi=i(bi -ai) < 1, there exist trigonometric polynomials
and (2) , (5) Comparable versions of the n-dimensional Erdös-Turan inequality were obtained earlier by Sziisz [5] and Koksma [4] , Sziisz showed that for any positive integer K, (4) 
where
2Í, = Ailog(emin(n, A¿)), 75 1 < i < n, P¿,i -h -&¡ + "7"' and «i 6j -at + -pl -(6* -flt) + X"'îfcïï) ' fc*^°-All three inequalities (3), (4) and (5) are essentially of the same order of magnitude but we note that Ai < A[ and that for our application below Theorem 2 yields the best result.
Inequality (3) is significant only when At < v(B). One way to assure this is as follows. Define
It is easy to show that fi(ß) < 1 for 0 < ß < 1, that f2(ß) < 1 for 0 < ß < § and from the inequality fn(ß) < e2ß -(1 + ß + \ß2) for n > 3, that /"(/?)< 1 for 0</3< .46, n= 1,2,3,... .
Suppose that (Ki + 1)(6¿ -a,) > n//J for 1 < * < n. Then Ai < fn(ß)v(B), and hence A, < t>(B) if (2C, + l)(bi -ai) > 2.2n, for 1 < i < n.
Going a step further we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Let a, ß be real numbers with a > 1 and fn(ß) < 1-Let {x1:..., xN} be a set of points in Tn. Suppose that \ J2i=1 e(k • z¿)| < A for fc ^ 0, and \ki\ < n/ß(bi -ai), 1 < i < n. Then for any box B = n"=i [a¿i^i] suc^ that v(B) < 1 and
We wish to thank Hugh L. Montgomery for suggesting this problem and the method of proof. We have followed the method that Montgomery and R. C. Vaughan use to prove the one-dimensional analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 in their forthcoming book. We refer the reader to Vaaler [6] for a treatment of the onedimensional cases.
MAJORIZING AND MINORIZING FUNCTIONS. Let H(z) be the entire function defined by
where sgn(n) = 1 or -1 according as n is positive or negative, sgn(0) = 0, and
we can write
and deduce from the inequality ->Y\ 7-ïô > --rr, for x > 0, (ii) V(s) = E(s) = 0 for \s\ > 1.
(iii) V(0) = b-a, Ê(0) = 1.
PROOF. Part (i) follows from (7). Part (ii) follows from [3, VI Theorem 7.4], using the facts that E(z) and V(z) are both entire functions bounded on R and in L2(R) (when restricted to R), and are both o(e27r'Im2l). For part (iii) we note that
(since H is odd), the latter equality following from (7). One obtains E(0) = 1 in a similar manner using the fact that f^° (sin2 7rx)/7r2x2 = 1. PROOF. To show (i) we suppose first that x is in B, so that 0 < Vt < 1 for 1 < t < n. Then Fi(x) < n"=i ^í -1-Suppose now that x is not in B. Without loss of generality we can assume that x¿ £ [a¿, b%] for 1 < i < k and that x¿ G [ai, 6¿] for fc + 1 < i < n, for some fc. By Lemma l(i) we have |V¿| < Ei for 1 < i < k, so in Rn, there exist entire functions Gi(z) and G2(z) such that
PROOF. We simply apply Lemmas 2 and 3 to the box n"=i[^aî'^îl and ta^e
Gi(z) = Fi(LiZi,L2z2,...,Lnzn), i= 1,2.
PROOF OF THEOREM l. Let d, G2 be as given in Lemma 4 with L¿ = 2Í¿ +1, 1 < i < n, and set
Ti(x)= Yl G'(2 + ^)> 1 = 1,2-mEZn Since Gi and G2 are in Lx(Rn) (by Lemma 4(iii)), the sums for Ti and T2 converge almost everywhere to periodic functions modulo one with Fourier coefficients Now if x G B modulo one, then there is a unique m G Z" such that x + mGB and for that m, Gi(x +m) < 1 < G2(x-r-m). For all other integral m, Gi(x + m) < 0 < G2(x + m). If x^l B modulo one then the latter inequality holds for all integral m. Hence Ti(x) < Xß(x) < T2(x) for all x G T". Equations (1) and (2) |vnß|>.947(l-i)2vi|!.
As a comparison, we note that in the more elementary manner of [1, (3. 2)] one can show that if |B| > a2n(d -l)"p"/2+1 then (15) \V n B\ > -£-( 1 --J (1 + 9)-1 N^-. 1 ' -2" V aJ Pn
Inequality (15) is not as strong as (13) or (14) but it is valid for boxes of slightly smaller cardinality.
